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Investigation on Crystallinity Behavior of the Polylactic Acid and Poly-3-hydroxybutyrate
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Abstract
Bio-based polymers have attracted significant attentions because of their renewable
nature which can be a substitute of petroleum-based polymers; moreover, such
polymers do not pollute the environment due to their degradable nature. In this
research,the poly lactic acid (PLA) and poly-3-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) blend, as
biodegradable polymers, behavior was investigated. Different ratios of PLA/PHB
blend were prepared using solution casting method in the presence of the pyromellitic anhydride (PMDA) as acompatibilizer. DSC results revealed that the PMDA
presence caused to separation of α-helix crystals and β-plate in two polymers resulting in phase separation via altering the crystallinity rate. PMDA can control the
crystallization phenomenon which affected the crystallization rate, percentage and
crystal size. Low molecular interaction was observed using the XRD results of pure
and blended samples. SEM images of samples with higher content of PLA illustrated the homogeneous dispersion of PHB. Ring opening reaction of PMDA resulted in increasing the acidic number of samples which indicated the weak interaction with active group of polymers. It was observed no shit in IR peaks which indicated the incompatibility of these two polymers. Results shed light on the PMDA
behavior in PLA/PHB blend which PMDA in spite of controlling the crystallinity
behavior of the blend, cannot improve the compatibility and mixing.
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Introduction
Eco-friendly features of biocompatible polymers has increased their usage in various application from electronic
industry to biomedical applications [1]. Natural polymers
have been used as a biocompatible and degradable polymer like alginate [2], chitosan [3] and agarose [4]. However, their poor properties leaded to use the synthetic
biocompatible polymers like PLA [5] and PHB [6]. Nevertheless, such polymers still have some drawbacks. For
improving such polymers properties various additives like
Ag [7] and graphene oxide [8] have been added to endow
special features like antibacterial properties. Grafting and
copolymerization are the other remedy for increasing the
biopolymers properties [9]. Blending has been proposed as
a suitable and convenient method in which product can
exhibit the synergic properties if the blended polymers
have an appropriate compatibility [10, 11].
PLA is a biodegradable polymer with higher mechanical
and physical properties than polyethylene terephthalate,
polystyrene and polycarbonate. But sensitivity to thermal
degradation in melt processing, low permeation resistance
and flexibility, low stretching are its drawbacks [12]. PHB
is a biodegradable polymer with high mechanical and
physical properties similar to polypropylene, high permeation resistance and high thermal degradation temperature.
PLA/PHB blends have attracted significant attention
because their crystallinity and melting point are similar
and cover each other drawbacks. Moreover, both of them

can be degraded in environment with enzymatic reaction[13]. However, incompatibility of these polymers is
one of the main hindrances for preparing this blend. Various methods and compatibilizers have been used for ameliorating the blend properties like PMDA [14] and organomodified clays [15].
Polyester as a plasticizer was added to the PLA/PHB blend
to enhance the thermal and mechanical properties. Elongation at break of the PLA/PHB blend have improved significantly, moreover, degradation rate can be adjusted by
altering the blend composition [16]. Cellulose nanocrystaline (CNC) was added to the PLA/PHB blends to improve
its properties. CNC was modified with surfactant to
enhance the interfacial adhesion to ameliorate the thermal
stability. CNC along with crystallinity enhancement increased the processability and thermal degradation resistance [17]. Terpene d-limonene as a natural additive and
plasticizer was added to the blend with dual aim to
enhance the PLA crystallinity and improve the flexibility
which such blend can be used as a food packaging film
[18]. However, there is still remaining challenges about the
relation between the mechanism of compatibility and crystallinity behavior of PLA/PHB blends.
In this research, it has been attempted to understand the
mechanism of the effect of PMDA addition on the performance properties of the PLA/PHB blend. The results were
obtained using a wide variety of techniques including
FTIR, WAX, SEM and DSC to determine the PMDA ef-
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fect on the compatibility between parent polymers in the
PLA/PHB blend and its crystallinity behavior.
Materials and Methods
Materials
PLA grade 2003-D with density 1.24 g/cm3, numberaverage molecular weight (Mn) 28878.3 g/mol, weightavarage molecular weight 124305.9 (Mw) g/mol, and PDI
2.08 was purchased from NatureWorks LLC. PHB and
PMDA were prepared from Biomer Company (Germany)
and Merck Company. The materials were used without any
purification.
Blend preparation
PLA/PHB blends have been prepared with different weight
ratio (100/0, 75/25, 50/50, 0/100) were dissolved in chloroform solvent in the presence of the PMDA (1 and 0.5 wt.
%) using the reflux method. after that the solution was
casted and dried in oven at 50ᵒC for solvent evaporation.
Characterization
Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)

Sample characterized using FTIR spectroscopyusing
Bruker apparatus in the ranges of 400-4000 cm-1 wavelength at room temperature.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

DSC (METTLER 822C) was utilized for evaluating the
thermal and crystallinity behavior which the glass transition temperature (Tg), cold crystallization temperature (Tc),
melting point (Tm), crystallinity percentage and the compatibility effect of PMDA. Heating rate was 10 ᵒC/min and
swept from -20 to 200ᵒC. samples were remained at 200ᵒC
for 5 min to erase the thermal history, after that, samples
were cooled to -20ᵒC and heated again to 200ᵒC. crystallinity degree was measured using equation 1.

=

∆

∆
∆

Eq. 1

Where, ∆ , ∆ , , , ∆
are the melting enthalpy,
cold crystallization enthalpy, crystallization degree, weight
percent and crystal melting enthalpy, respectively. ∆
is
93 and j/g for PLA and PHB, respectively.
Wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD)

WAXD was performed using SIEMENS X-ray diffractometer (D5000, Germany) with Cobalt anode with 1200W
power and 35kV with 30 mA at room temperature. 2θ
degree was evaluated from 2 to 90 degree with 1.2
degree/min scanning rate. Bragg’s law, nλ=2d sinθ, was
used to compute the crystallographic spacing (d) of the
samples. LaB6 as a calibration sample and BSE as a crystalline phase standard were utilized. XRD analysis has
been used for qualitative and quantitative characterization
of elements, anticipating the crystalline and amorphous
phase, determining the network parameter and measuring
the crystals percentage and size. Equation 2 is used for
determining the crystallinity degree.
Xc(%)=1/(1+Ia/Ic).100
I(tot)=Ia+IcX- ra
Eq. 2
where, Xc, Ia, Ic and I(tot) are crystallization percentage,
amorphous under peak area, crystalline under peak area
and total area, respectively [19].
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Scanning electron Microscopy

SEM images were captured using Zeiss-Sigma apparatus
(Germany). SEM images revealed that the particle size,
phase dispersion/ratio; moreover, blend morphology and
compatibility of PHB in PLA matrix were studied using
SEM results. For this aim, micrometric films were immersed in boiling ethanol for 45 min to dissolve the PHB
for evaluating the PHB footprint on PLA matrix [20].
Acidic number

Acidic number was used for determining the acidic hydroxyl groups in system which can be criterion for measuring the reaction process. ASTM-D1639-90 standard was
used for this method. Coupling efficiency (CE) has been
used for evaluating the reaction efficiency using the equation 3.
CE% = the number of coupled carboxylic end-group with
chain-extenders/carboxy group of initial polymer *100
= the number of reduced end groups/ initial group * 100
= N0-Nr/CV0 *100
Eq. 3
Where, N0, Nr are the end-group of the initial polymer and
final polymer, respectively.
Results and Discussion
FTIR analysis was used for evaluating the reaction and
chemical structure of blend. Figure 1 exhibits the FTIR
peaks of PHB. Peaks around 1700-1750 cm-1 and 32003700 cm-1 are related to the vibration stretching carbonyl
group and absorption stretching of hydroxyl group, respectively. The peak around 1710 cm-1 can be attributed to the
PMDA grafting to the polyester of blend[21]. Stretching
bond of C=O appears around 1720 cm-1 for PHB and 1746
cm-1 for PLA. Such peaks appear around 1721 and 1749
for blends. C-O-C stretching bond of crystalline sensitive
which can attribute to the helix structure appear at 1225
and 1276 cm-1 for PHB, 1256 cm-1 for PLA and 1259 cm -1
for blends. PHB increment results in peak intensity enhancement [22]. Peaks around 1180, 1042 and 1128 cm-1
attribute to the C-O-C stretching bond of amorphous
phase, vibration stretching of C-CH3 and vibration rocking
of CH3 in PLA and PHB, respectively [23]. As it is clear
from Fig. 1, CH3 asymmetric deformation bond of PLA
and PHB appear at 1359 and 1377 cm-1 which transfer to
1360 and 1379 in blends. The crystalline and amorphous
peaks of PHB are observed at 855 and 895 cm -1; moreover, such peaks are shown at 754 and 868 cm-1 for PLA. It
is noteworthy that, these peaks appear in 755, 798 and 880
cm -1 for blend. There is no transfer was observed in blends
peaks which any reaction do not occur with and without
PMDA addition. Therefore, PLA and PHB are incompatible with/without PMDA.
As it was described in aforementioned section, the coupling efficiency which can be achieved by acidic number
exhibits the reaction efficiency. The acidic number of
blend is mentioned in Table 1.
Table 1 reveals that the acidic number of PHB is higher
than that of PLA which PHB can potentially has higher
activity. In spite of this fact, because of the higher crystallinity rate, PHB reactivity (esterification reaction) is low.
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step, addition of the PMDA to the blend is declined the Tg
of PLA to 36ᵒC.

Figure 1. Blends FTIR peaks.

Table 1. Acidic number of different samples.
Blend

Acidic number

Blend

Acidic number

100/0/1

1.8469

75/25/1

102

75/25/0.5

80.142

100/0/0.5

8.311

100/0/0

20.543

75/25/0

33.512

50/50/1

148.412

0/100/1

228.904

50/50/0.5

107.471

0/100/0.5

167.562

50/50/0

16.1206

0/100/0

89.47

Pure PLA acidic number is 20.54 which with the presence
of the PMDA, this number reduce to the 1 due to higher
interaction of acidic groups and chain extender groups. On
the other hand, high crystallinity rate of PHB cannot react
with chain extender and consequently it degrades. During
the reflux process, the transition of the anhydride group to
the acidic group cause enhancement in acidic number [24].
DSC was utilized to evaluate the thermal behavior of
blends. As it is obvious from Figure 2, Tg and Tm of the
PLA is around 59 and 151.89ᵒC, respectively, which Tg of
PLA reduces to 39ᵒC because of PHB addition and in next

Two different melting points indicate the two different
crystallinity structures which can be obviously detectable
in melting point of blends. Crystallization temperature is
around 109ᵒC and there are no changes with PHB content
enhancement but it is reduced with adding additives. Figure 2 revealed that the additive enhancement results in
transferring the Tgand Tm to lower temperature. Additive
involves the large chains in crystalline structure and short
chains remain in amorphous phase. Different melting
points are observed in blend which can be related to the
recrystallization or different lamellar thickness [25]. Dif-
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ferent melting points indicate the different crystalline
structure. Ikehara et al., explained that the crystallization
behavior of two polymers in blend strongly depends on the
melting point differences.
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Figure 2. DSC peaks of PLA-PHB Blends in the presence of
PMDA.

In high differences, the component with higher melting
point initiates the crystallization and form the spherolite,
after that, the other polymer’s crystals juxtapose the
formed crystals.
In low melting point differences, each one crystallizes individually. In this research, the melting point between
PHB and PLA was around 10ᵒC which everyone initiated
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crystallization process solitarily. The two melting points
presence in blend proved this hypothesis. Figure 2 exhibits
the two separated melting point at 148 and 165ᵒC for PHB
in 50/50/0 composition of blend and the peak at 141ᵒC
attributes to PLA. 0.5 wt. % addition a of additive cause to
transfer the melting point to 149 and 169ᵒC but the PLA
melting point remains constant. 1 wt. % of additive addition to the blend results in achieve two melting points. In
75-25-0 composition, two melting points at 150 and 170ᵒC
for PHB and 146ᵒC for PLA are obvious. Remelting
process or different lamellar structure cause to observes
two melting points in some samples. The effect of additive
on PLA was higher than PHB because of the more variation in PLA crystallinity behavior.
In pristine PHB, bimodal melting point is detectable at 160
and 167ᵒC related to α and β spherolite. Addition of 0.5 wt.
% of PMDA to the blend causes the melting point shift to
158 and 167ᵒC. 1 wt. % addition of PMDA causes the
melting point shifts to 150 and 161ᵒC and the intensity of
peaks was changed. These results indicated that the PMDA
enhancement affect the crystallinity behavior and structure
directly and separated α and β plates. PDMA addition resulted in phase separation because of changing the crystallization rate; hence, this additive was effective for controlling the crystallization rate, crystallinity percentage and
crystal size [26, 27].
Crystallization rate of PHB was high and it was crystalline
before the PMDA can affect the compatibility and PHB do
not participate in the reaction. But, PMDA because of the
lower crystallinity rate of PLA can affect the PLA crystallinity behavior. PHB presence in samples resulted in higher crystallinity because of its higher crystallinity rate. PHB
cannot affect the crystallinity behavior of PLA but PMDA
affect the PLA crystallinity behavior. Orthorhombic structure was observed in PHB crystalline structure because of
its high crystallinity rate. Amorphous phase resulted in
widening the peaks and the crystalline area was suitable
for study. PHB network parameters were a = 0.575 nm and
b = 1.312 nm with left-handed 21 helix chain conformation
[28]. PLA can crystalize from melt/solution state within
orthorhombic structure with a = 1.037 and b = 0.598 [16]
which can be observed two kind of crystalline structure (α
and β), α structure forms as a helical shape 103 and β structure forms as a spiral shape 31. PHB usually exhibit two
refraction peaks around 13.5ᵒ and 16.8ᵒ accordance with
crystalline plates and three weak peaks was observed
around 19.1ᵒ, 22.2ᵒ and 25.5ᵒ attributing to the orthorhombic structure. Figure 3 exhibits the 2 peaks around 15.45
and 19.46 relating to the PHB in the presence of the chain
extender and PLA blend. Reduction of the peaks intensity
indicated that the orientation of crystalline plates varied
with PMDA presence and crystallinity growth was hindered with composition enhancement. Network parameters
and their location remained constant indicating the orthorhombic crystals were not changed. The position constancy
of peaks showed that the chain extender cannot affect the
orthorhombic structure but affect the crystals orientation.
Moreover, PLA cannot affect the crystals structure. SEM
images were captured for evaluating the surface properties
of PLA/PHB blend. Figure 4 revealed that the appropriate
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dispersion of PHB in PLA matrix (75/25/0). The pores
indicate the PHB solving in ethanol during etching
process.
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mained untouched and the pores were formed on its surface because of amorphous PHB dissolving (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. SEM image of etched film of blend 100/0/0, 75/25/0,
0/100/0, 50/50/0.

Theta2
Figure 3. WAXD test of PLA/PHB/PMDA blends.

Figure 6 and 7 reveals that the PMDA cannot enter within
the polymer substrate and interact properly; consequently,
PMDA has no effect on compatibility and molecular
weight enhancement. On the other hand, it changes the
crystallinity pattern and result in dendritic structure.

Figure 4. Images of 75/25/0 blend in the presence of the methanol. a) with optical microscope. b, c, & d) different scales with
SEM.

Samples film was form on the glass surface and immersed
in methanol to dissolve the amorphous PHB. PLA re-
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Figure 7. Effect of PMDA on crystalline structure.
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Conclusion
In this study, the effect of the PMDA was evaluated on the
PLA/PHB blends. Structure, morphology of crystallization, melting behavior and compatibility of PLA/PHB was
investigated. It was revealed that PHB has two crystalline
structures (α, β) while PLA has one crystalline structure
with low crystallization rate. Blend composition and additives can affect the crystallinity structure like spherulite
growth pattern. Form DSC results it was concluded that
the, additive can affect the PLA crystalline structure because of the low crystallization rate. Additive addition
caused the separation of α-helix and β-plates which can
separate phases because it varied the crystallization rate;
therefore, PMDA can affect the crystallization rate, behavior and crystal sizes but it was not suitable for compatibilization due to the high crystallization rate of PHB. XRD
test exhibited the presence of four peaks of α crystal attributed to 121, 110, 020 and 040 and one peak of β crystal
attribute to 021 which was the network parameter of the
pure polymer. Constancy of these parameters indicated
that the additive affect the crystallinity behavior of each
part but cannot affect the compatibility of PLA and PHB.
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